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JMU student partakes in culinary adventure m
Olympic village this summer.
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New fashion boss takes the reins
and tells it like it is.
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Senior defender Katy Swindells may
become first four-time All-Conference
selection in JMU women's soccer history.
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Today:

Partly Cloudy
High: S3
Low: 63
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Admin.
OKs
test bank
possession
BY KELLY JASPER

senior writer

CAROLYN WALSERi irruar jiemuiieehl
Senior JohnAlex Golden, SGA student vice president of administrative affaire, hand* out voting
registrations to freihmen by the Jamee Madison statue last Friday.

Voting Dea kUnes

Get your vote on

When to Register]
Septembl

BY KATIE O'DOWD

contributing writer
With November approaching, two organizations are
working together to make
voting easier for students.
The Student Government
Association
and
the
OrangeBand Initiative are
working together to help
increase JMU student voting
participation.
"I haven't registered yet,
but once I get home I'll register and grab an absentee bal-

The two groups will work
around campus throughout
September to help students
register to vote or fill out
absentee ballots. Students also
can visit the SGA office with
any additional questions or to
complete the necessary paperwork. The SGA also is proof
ing transportation to poll sites
in Harnsonburg, according to
Student Body President Tom
Culligan. .
"Students just need to pro-
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When to register I

ballot ■

SGA, OrangeBandeducate students to increase participation
lot before the election," said
sophomore Kristen Kirby,
who is from Massachusetts.
All voters must register to
vote by Sept. 3, according to
Vote Smart. To vote by absentee ballot the voter must turn
their application in to their
general registrar at least five
days before the election. The
forms can be mailed to your
local county clerk. The ballots
must be turned in to the general registrar's office by 7 p.m.
the day before the election,
according to Vote Smart.
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Poet visit creates controversy among Hillel
Furious Flower II to be held Sept. 22-25
BY GEARY COX

news editor
The Furious Flower series
of conferences will celebrate
its 10th anniversary at JMU
Sept. 22 to 25 with the Furious
Flower II Poetry Conference.
"Furious Flower it an
international gathering of
African-American poets and
those in African-American
poetry," »aid Joanne Gabbin,
event organizer.
Furious Flower II will
open Sept. 22 with the production of an original play
entitled "The Bard Meets the
Black and Unknown Bards"
at the Blackfriar's Playhouse

in Staunton, Gabbin said.
In addition to the play, the
conference will feature readings by noted black pocrs
and poet laureates. Gabbin
said that prominent critics in
the field of African-American
poetry will provide daily
panel discussions of work.
There will be six exhibits
in connection with the conference, including "26 Ways
of Looking at a Black Man."
The exhibit will mix the poetry of Raymond Patterson and
photographic works.
For a full schedule of
events, visit the Furious
Flower Web site, jmu.edu/
furiousflower.

Poet accused of being 'anti-Semitic, anti-Israel'
BY ELIZABETH BARON

contributing writer
A poet who focuses on
black poetic expression
will recite to JMU students
Sept. 24 at 1:30 p.m. in
Wilson Hall.
The Furious Flower II
Poetry Conference invites
poets to speak about the
African-American experience.
The poet Amui Baraka
is causing some controversy
due to strong word usage in
his poetry. about politically
charged events.
"For nearly 40 years, Mr.
Baraka lias used his poet-

Greeks to begin
recruitment
Cox
news editor

BY OEARY

KEVAN MAOVER/irepAIci asstr

More than 20 Greek
organizations will begin
recruiting new members
this weekend. The eight
recognized social sororities
and 14 recognized social
fraternities will be on the
Commons beginning Aug.
30, according to Student
Organization Services.
After the recruitment
forums,
Greek
organizations
begin
the official recruitment
period, or "rush," in

Lucille Clifton," Gabbin
said. "I think people who
understand Baraka's poetry
know he uses discomfort as
a technique. It's bis style.
"Each poet only has 15
to 20 minutes per session
to speak. I want students
to see how various people
express the written word."
Amid the coverage,
Gabbin and Teweles developed a way to compromise
rather than taint the Furious
Flower with negativity.
"Students will have
opportunities to meet with

ry to promote anti-Semitic
and anti-Israel propaganda
and racist fallaaes and falsehoods," said junior Daniel
Teweles, president of Hillel,
JMU's Jewish organization.
"Considering these facts,
why then should JMU give
Mr. Baraka an open forum to
espouse his hateful lies under
the guise of poetic license?"
According to professor and Furious Flower II
organizer Joanne Gabbin,
any controversy related to
Baraka should not overshadow the conference.
"We will have more
than 40 poets, like Rita and

which groups seek out
potential members.
Senior Dan Dunlap,
president of JMU's chapter
of Delta Chi, said that
Delta Chi would be looking
for "men with an interest
in pursuing a high level of
academic achievement.
"We're also looking for
men who want to be active
in other aspects of campus
life," Dunlap said. "We
push our new members
and brothers to be active in
at least one other campus
set OKEBM. page S

set FOET. page a

Collecting old tests is not
a violation of the honor code,
said an administrator who led
last week's investigation into
academic dishonesty allegations against 300 students.
Using, not possessing, tests
is a violation, said Maggie
Burkhart Evans, coordinator
of the honor council. Evans
retracted a statement made
Saturday in which she said,
"maintaining current test files is
a violation of the honor code."
During a maintenance
sweep in mid-July, test banks
containing scores of files dating from 1951 to 1995 were
found in the Greek row houses
of the sororities Alpha Sigma
Alpha and Zeta Tau Alpha. No
members will face honor code
charges, a committee of the
honor council decided Friday.
The honor code states,
"obtaining prior knowledge of
test materials" is a violation - a
charge that includes the possession of a test bank, Evans said
last week. In her most recent
statement, she maintained
"obtaining prior knowledge of
test materials by using a test
file" is a violation. There was
no evidence to prove members
used the tests and the investigation was dropped.
Tests were disposed of before
the decision not to press changes
was made, said an adviser to
Zeta. Evans did not comment as
to how the council ensured the
tests, which remained in possession of the sororities after their
discovery, only dated through
1995. She also did not comment
as to how the council determined if students used the files
or obtained the tests in an unauthorized manner.
Evan's statement comes as
a reversal of the previously
accepted interpretation of the
provision. Before the statement late Wednesday afternoon, media relations director
Fred Hilton said the university
had a provision forbidding the
collection of tests.
"Isn't it unusual?" he asked.
"If I had a test given back to
me ... It's fair game. I didn't
think most universities have
these provisions."
Evans did not specify when
the prior knowledge provision was added to the code,
but Hilton said it was after
the period the tests reportedly
were collected.

JMU hires advancement VPs
BY DAVID ALLEN

contributing writer

Weston Halflalu

Two new associate vice
presidents were hired to
the Division of University
Advancement earlier this
| month by Joanne Carr, senior
vice president for university
, advancement.
Steve Smith ('71, M '75),
has been appointed as the
associate vice president for
constituent relations. Weston
I W. Hatfield, will become the
I JMU associate vice president
I for development.
Smith will be responsible
for building ties with alumni,

comer,*MEDIA
RELATIONS

faeult

>'> '""• *ud>nti, their
families, retirees and the

Harrisonburg community for
increased funding according
to Smith. Earning his bachelor and masters degree in
education from JMU. Carr
described him as "totally committed to JMU."
Hatfield will be responsible for handling private
funding through annual, capital, corporate, foundation
and planned gifts according
to. Hatfield has worked at
University North Carolina at
Greensboro since 1989.
Hatfield said that the two
new positions will bring much
needed private funding to
"transform what could be an
ordinary college experience
into an extraordinary."
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During a hot and sunny day in August, senior
Glenn White takes a moment from classes and
1
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"Congress
oman Lauren
mith because
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brunettes."
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work to hang out with his buddy Quimi.
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'Theodore
Roosevelt
because I'd
want him to
be my Teddy."
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In the August 23 issue of 7776
Breeze, a letter to the Editor
was incorrectly attributed as a
response to an article by Peter
Calvert. The letter was, in fact,
a response to an article by Sean
Trobaugh.

Stephanie Torcivia
Chemistry
Freshman

campus
SPOTLIGHT

!

If you could have a
one-night stand with a
politician, who would
it be and why?

"Clinton
because I
like cigars."

POLICE LOG

TABLE OF

BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

news editor

fil'hislHti

Harassing Phone Calls
Harassing phone calls were made to CISAT on Aug. 23 between 12 p.m.
and 2:30 pm. This incident still is under investigation.

NEWS

3-7

Grand Larceny

OPINION

8-9

LEISURE

10

Focus

II

Delta Gamma reported numerous items were missing from the basement
of their house, including a light oak curio cabinet, VCR, public address
system, box-type speakers and small wall-mounted speakers. The items
were taken between May 22 and Aug. 23.
Jocelyn Vas
Psychology
Freshman

Number of drunk in public charges Since Aug. 19: 3

13-15

SPORTS

17-18

CLASSIFIEDS
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"Harry S. Truman because
he'd be my
true-man."

News Writers Needed!

Caroline CaHtf
Undecided
Freshman

EVIN

VARIETY

Number of parking tickets issued since Aug. 19: 622
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Snow/staff photographer

Meeting WBMi @ 6:00 p.m
in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger hall
AUG2
5 DAYS ONLY!

SEASON RENTALS START SEP. 1
SKI RENTALS STARTATS89
BOARD RENTALS FOR $89
RENT A BURTON FOR THE SEASON
FOR ONLY $139!!
M-F 10-7

WE'RE CLOSED ON THURSDAY
TO PREPARE FOR OUR SALE!

Biggest discounts of
Snowboards up to 50% o1
Skis up to 50% off!
£)ver 500 jackets/pants up to 80% off!
L^/ERYTHING,

OUR
BI&EST
EVER!!!!!
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Freshmen take assessments
The Center for Assessment tests
every year to improve colleges.

UPB shows first movies
of the semester

The Office of Off
Campus Life will begin
offering conflict-resolution
and mediation services to
students living in off-campus housing.
Students with roommate, landlord or neighbor
disputes and conflicts arc
encouraged to contact OCL
at x8-6828.

■VillWItlH

MORGAN FERGUSON

junior
5M

swcy MfMV

Students look for best bookstore alternatives
BY AMY PATERSON

The University Program
Board will be showing
several movies throughout
the week.
Today, "Jersey Girl,"
with Ben Affleck, will be
shown at 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Dcnzel Washington in
"Man on Fire" will be
shown at 7 and 10 p.m.
Aug. 27 and 28.
All tickets are $2.50 at
the Grafton-Stovall Theatre
box office. FLEX and cash
arc accepted.
Complete movie schedules are avaliable at http-.ll
upb.jmu.edu.t
Off Campus Lift offers
mediation services

"I saved over $100 last fall..."

NEWS

See stery kekm
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senior writer
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Sophomore Andrew Robarge
went shopping for books Tuesday
afternoon. "The prices are ridiculous," he complained.
Robarge, alone with most other
JMU students, will begin the semester with a serious dent in his wallet. Though "high textbook prices
come from publishers," as JMU
Bookstore director John Rheault
said, students still have several very
different options when it comes to
purchasing textbooks.
The JMU Bookstore is the
most obvious place to consider
buying books. Here, a student
can be sure it's the correct book
for their class. With its online
ordering capabilities and central
location, it is a very convenient
option. Though it cannot claim to
be the cheapest, it is competitively
priced, according to Rheault.
Robarge said he "mainly )ust
come|s) here (JMU Bookstore)
because it's convenient."
Another popular source is the
University Outpost Bookstore located behind tnc Campus Corner
station on Port Republic Road.
Junior Amanda Mc Marion shops
there because "they're helpful,
personable and they go out of their
way for you." Tne owners work
alongside the student employees,
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Kty: JMU: JMU Bookstore, Out: University Outpost Bookstore, Hal: hsH.com, Ama: AmMZon.com

see BOOK, page 5

Herpes lawsuit may
chance Va. state law
VIRGINIA BEACH—
A lawsuit that accuses a
Virginia Beach man of intentionally passing herpes to his
lover may have implications
for state law on fornication
between unmarried adults.
Attorneys for a woman
identified only as Jane Doe
filed suit this month in
Circuit Court, claiming that
a Virginia Beach man gave
the? woman genital herpes
after the two began having
sexual relations in April.
According to tne lawsuit, the man persuaded the
woman to have unprotected
sex many times and "intentionally withheld the fact
that he was infected" with
Genital Herpes Simplex
Virus 2. The woman seeks
$5 million in compensatory
damages, plus $350,000 in
punitive damages.
In court papers, the man's
attorney claims the woman
broke a state law that forbids
sexual intercourse outside
marriage, and therefore she
cannot claim injury.
The fornication statute
says that "any person, not
being married, who voluntarily shall have sexual
intercourse with any other
person, shall be guilty of
fornication, punishable as a
Class 4 misdemeanor-*'
Smith said the Virginia
Supreme Court has ruled it
is illegal to recover damages
from an injury that occurs
while breaking a law.

fiMif.iw
Wisconsin man sought for
questioning in murder
SANTA ROSA, CaKf.—
A 21-year-old man who
recently left his Wisconsin
home to roam California
has contacted police after
learning from media reports
that he was a potential
witness in the mysterious
shouting deaths of two
Christian camp counselors.
Sonoma County detectives sent out a statewide alert
Tuesday seeking Nicholas
Edward Scarseth, a skate
boarder from Chippewa
Falls, Wii., as a "potential
witness" in the killinp.
'«<• have kicaicd him and
we are speaking with him,"
Sheriffs U. Dave Edmonds said
Edmonds wouldn't say
why detectives are interested
in Scarseth, but described him
as a "person of interest.
Lindsay Cutshall, 23,
and her fiance, lason Allen,
26, were found last week
shot to death in their sleeping bags on a remote beach.
Cutshall and Allen were
reported missing Aug. 16
after they failed to show
up at a Chrisnan adventure
camp in Coloma, Ca., about
40 miles east of Sacramento.

Thatcher, Ex-British Prime Minister's
son. charged in alleged coup plot
BY ELLIOT SYLVESTER

Associated Press
Mark Thatcher, the son
of former British Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher, was arrested Wednesday
and charged with helping to
finance a foiled plot to overthrow the government of
oil-rich Eouatohal Guinea.
Thatcner, a 51-yearold businessman who has
lived in South Africa since
2002, was arrested at his
Cape Town home shortly
after 7 a.m. and taken before the Wynberg Magistrate's Court, where he
was charged with violating
South Africa's Foreign Military Assistance Act.
"We have evidence
— credible evidence — and
information that he was
involved in the attempted
coup," police spokesman
Sipno Ngwema said before
the arraignment. "We refuse that South Africa be
a springboard for coups in
Africa and elsewhere.
Thatcher was placed
under house arrest and
given until Sept. 8 to post
bail of 2 million rands, or
nearly $300,000.

Defense lawyer Peter
Hodes said Thatcher was
arrested on suspicion of
Siroviding financing for a
iclicopter linked to the
coup plot. "He will plead

tStS
We have... credible
evidence, and
information that he
was involved.
— Sipho Ngwema

Equatonal Guinea police
spokesman

not guilty," Hodes said.
Thatcher is the only son
of Lady Thatcner and the
late Denis Thatcher.
Thatcher is accused of
helping finance a plot to
oust President Teodoro
Obiang of Equatorial
Guinea, which authorities
say was foiled in March.
"We believe Mr. Thatcher assisted in finance and
logistics," Ngwema said.
Equatorial Guinea put

Study claims link in
soft drinks and diabetes
BY TARA BURGH/.RT

19 people on trial this
week for the alleged plot.
Seventy other accused mercenaries are on trial separately in Zimbabwe.
At the trial, a lawyer representing the government
said the country would be
interested in extraditing
Thatcher. No arrest warrant has been announced.
The 19 defendants on
trial since Monday arc
charged with attempting
to assassinate a head of
state, illegal possession of
arms and explosives, terrorism, treason and endangering the public.
A lead defendant, South
African arms dealer Nick
ilu loit, testified Wednesday
that he attended a July 2003
meeting in South Africa
with Thatcher and Simon
Mann of Britain, who is on
trial in Zimbabwe as the alleged head of the plot.
Thatcher only showed
interest in buying military
helicopters lor a mining enterprise in Sudan, said du
Toir, who faces the death
penalty for his alleged role
in the plot. "This was a
normal business deal," du
Toit testified.

BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

news editor
The Center for Assessment
and Research Studies requires
freshmen to take assessments
the first Saturday they are on
campus every year.
CARS helps programs throughout the university. including all
academic colleges and student affairs, to set goals and objectives
and to test students to make sure
the objectives are being met.
"JMU cares about student
progress," said Donna Sundre,
executive director Assessment
Specialist and a professor of
psychology. "We collect information annul all programs at
JMU. We work with the faculty to guide them through
a process to determine their
Eoals and objects. We then
elp them to locate and create
assessment tools.
"There is no institute in Virginia that takes assessment as seriously as we do," Sundre said. "We
help faculty collect data to improve
the university's programs."
The main days CARS collects information about JMU
academic programs and information about the student body
in general is during freshman
testing at the beginning of the

year, and then in the spring
when sophomores and juniors
are tested after finishing most of
their General Education credits.
"We have found that the
more classes a student has in a
subject, the higher their score
will be," Sundre said. "It's not
just about overall credit hours."
The faculty at CARS will
take the information collected
during testing and conduct research on it. According to Sundre, the information is then
given to a university steering
committee that will look at the
information and send it on to
the different colleges and departments so that the colleges
can reorganize classes or their
General Education program.
According to Sundre, CARS
has been helping to reorganize
cluster three to make the courses
more fitting for all students.
CARS also works with programs under student affairs.
"Student Affairs has all these
programs that have learning
anddevelopmental outcomes,
said Sara Finney, assessment liaison to Student Affairs.
"We assess their objectives
and gather data to see if each program is meeting their objectives,
so the program accomplishes
what it wants," Finney said.

GOP platform takes hard-line on
abortion, gay marriage; factions struggle
BY CALVIN WOODWARD

Associated Press

Associated Press

Women who drink more than one sweetened
soft drink a day are slightly more likely to develop diabetes than women who drink less than
one a month, according to a new study.
But critics of the study noted the same conclusion might be drawn from examining eating habits
involving other forms of junk food, too.
Obesity is strongly linked to type 2 diabetes ,
the most common form of diabetes, so the extra
calories from soda account for at least some of
the increased risk, said the Harvard University researchers who did the study. But the scientists said
there also appears to be a link to the way the body
handles the sugars in soft drinks — a claim two
outside experts said needs more research.
A soft drink trade group said the study's conclusions were not scientifically sound and that the focus should be on the unhealthy lifestyles and weight
gain that can lead to diabetes — not soft drinks.
Globally, type 2 diabetes, a condition that often leads to heart disease and kidney failure, afflicts 154 million people and is blamed for about
3 millions deaths a year.
The soft drink study, which appears in Tuesday's
Journal of the American Medical Association, involved an analysis of data from a continuing health
study of 51,603 female nurses.
Researchers analyzed surveys filled out by the

Republicans endorsed
an uncompromising stand
against all gay marriages
Wednesday while struggling
to accommodate the views
of activists who declared
that such a hard-line could
cost the GOP the election.
A panel made up largely
of conservative delegates approved platform language
that calls for a constitutional
amendment banning samesex marriage and opposes
legal recognition of any sort
for gay civil unions.
That step came in the face
of comments by Vice President
Dick Cheney a dav earlier
against amending the Constitunon to prohibit gay marriage. Cheney, whose daughter
Mary is a lesbian, said people
should be free to have the relationships they want.
The debate over gay rights
flared in advance of next
week's Republican National
C invention, just as the parry
was trying to show a unified

see STUDY, page 7

Assessment Center works
to improve JMU colleges

face to the country.
The party's full platform
committee was taking up the
marriage plank late in the day
and, in tne meantime, seeking ways to appease Republicans who support gay rights
or abortion rights without
embracing their views.
Tennessee Sen. Bill Frist,
platform committee chairman, said in an interview he
expected the party to make it
clearer in its statement of principles that it welcomes people
wno hold opposuig positions.
The party was not likely
to go as far as activists want
in adopting a "unity plank"
that singles out gay rights
and abortion rights as acceptable areas of disagreement, he said.
The panel also supported
the call, earned over from
prev.ous platforms, for a
constitutional ban on abortion. Another group of delegates endorsed President
Bush's restrictions on stem
see GOP, page 7
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Throughout New York City, activists art
plastering signs to greet RepubHe«n«
visiting tot the convention. Lawrence
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Hunter McGuire
School

Walk-In Haircuts

Excellence in Elementary Education

r

VAIS Accredited - K-5
Scholarship
Leadership

9 Stylists & Barbers

Citizenship
Art, Music,

We specialize in everthing to do with hair.
Accepting all major credit cards

Technology, Spanish
After-school Program
Bus to H'burg & Waynesboro

West Side Barbershop
& Styling Solon

Explore your options.

442.6722
Transit Bus 3
Beside Weslover Park's entrance Rt. 33 West

\«j><

I (540) 248-2404
www.huntermcguire.org
~~

Grace Covenant
Church
Contemporary worship
Practical Bible teaching
Five minutes from campus
Sunday Service: 10:00 a.m.

7*

signature service
oil change: $28.99
VJ.UU with jac card

$23.99

ube
No appointment necessary
FREE top off on your way home
National database keeps a
history of your jiffy lube service

>r information, contact
Mike Souder, 433-9244,
reck out www.gcch.org.

1870 EAST MARKET STREET
across from valley mall

HARRISONBURG, VA 22801
(540) 433-8599

Two Large 1-Topping Pizzas

$15.99
(8 p.m. - Close)

One Large 1-Topping Pizza
PIZZA

PAPA JOHis

$9.99
(10:30-4:00)

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
(433-7272)
Order Online at www.papajohns.com
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VOTE: 81% Project POET: Hype
to register students may be expected
iiirgmia.gov/, provides useful information about registration deadlines in
Virginia and obtaining absentee ballots.
There also are numerous Web
sites designed to inform voters about
election issues and candidates. Project
Vote Smart, http-J/www.vote-smart.
mgl, provides detailed information
on candidates' backgrounds, committee involvement and voting records.
"By voting, people express their
beliefs about the issues that certain
candidates represent," said sophomore Babbie Dunnington, who has
already registered to vote. "In doing
so, voters provide for a government
that behaves according to the will of
all citizens and not just a few exclusive groups."

BRKKZK

GREEK, from page 1
organization."
Fraternity recruitment
lasts from Sept. 6 to 15
and includes events at different fraternities to promote socializing.
Zeta Beta Tau will host
cosmic bowling, Monday
night football, and a casino night to "find good,
potential brothers," said
sophomore Brian Bennett,
a member of the ZBT
recruitment committee.
"Wc look to make
connections wherever we
are," Bennett said. "We
wear our rush shirts so
that others will see that
we're rushing, looking for
quality brothers."

poets," Gabbin said. "I will be assigning
Baraka to Tcweles, and Teweles can pick him
up at the airport. He will have an opportunity
to voice his concerns. That's the spirit of what
we are trying to do here."
Teweles said that he looks forward to attending Furious Flower events. "Our intention was
not to un-invite Baraka," Tcweles said. "We just
love JMU and don't want a speaker here to give
it a bad name. The resources to bring him here
just could have been put elsewhere."
Although students may not agree with the
language Baraka uses to express himself, many
see the potential learning that can occur during
the conference.
"If you can bring someone here that will
make people think, then it's a good thing,"
senior Carly Stamey said. "Sometimes you have
to create hype to get people to go and form
their own opinions."

Bid distributions —
where potential members are
given an official invitation
to join — are completed by
Sept. 16 for fraternities.
Anyone wishing to rush
a sorority must sign up
during this period, according
to SOS. There is also a $33
recruitment fee for those
rushing sororities to "cover
the costs of recruitmenr
materials and fees."
"We are looking for
someone interested in joining
our group, someone with a
love of music and interested
in service to the [|MU| school
of music and the city of
Harrisonburg," said senior
Kathy Hallock, president of
Sigma Alpha lou.
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rCECREAM

15

GREEK: Rush to
begin next week

POET, from page 1
VOTE, from page 1
vide their information to us and
wc will help them with the rest,"
Culligan said.
OrangeBand
Initiative
will
hold their activities primarily on
Constitution Week, Sept. 12 to 17.
The OrangeBand Initiative and
SGA are running the 81% Project,
which aims to register 81 percent
of students to vote. The groups will
hold teach-ins and forums for students concerning important issues
in the upcoming election. Students
can visit www.orangeband.org/ for
more information on the week's
events.
Further voting information can be
found online at the Virginia State
Board of Elections Web site, www.sbe.
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PORk BBO SANdwich
will! FRJES ANd A DRJNk

$5.99

Downfown: 433-3917

GR^ND

Free Advertising!

Quality Items For Your
Home Including
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Home Furnishings
AREA'S LARGEST SELECTION

Living Room
Dining Room
Bedroom
Recliners
Mattresses
Outdoor Furniture
Accessories
And More

2080 EVELYN E-YRD AVE
(Behind Valley Mall)
HARRISONBURG, VA

(540) 434-7619

studio

professional hair designs
www.thettudiohalrsalon.com

tues/thurs 9am-7pm
weds/fri 9am-5pm
Saturday 9am-2pm

and you just thought we did hair...
skin care
facials, body polish and hand treatment

nail care
manicure & pedicure

waxing
brow, legs, bikini and more

full service hair care
— cuts, coloring, foil highlights and more

— 540 434 8188
380 E. Market St. Harrisonburg, VA 22802

Bring this ad and recieve 10% on first visitl

31
I

RT Computer Systems
Computer Systems, Parts. Peripherals and Service

Harrisonburg* Favorite Computer Storm!

Wt S«ll » Sarvica 1Mb Daaktap *i* Laptop Computari
KnawMfaabla StaH/Ezpart A*rtca

Vast Salactlon of Accaiaoriai, Parti * Parlaatrali
far All of Yout Computer Naaif

Hours
Mon-Fri9 6
Sat. 10-5

• Coapotllhra Prlclng/QuaJity Branaa

> I

ill
II
ll
1
J

• Your One-Stop Hatwork Solution
• Export Coaputtr Upyrada ft Rapair Santlca Parfonaaa'

Barber Shop & Styling Salon

$6.00 Haircuts
Flattops, High & Tights, Fades, Perms, Highlights,
Foiling, Cornrowing and Waxing

at Our Tach Facility or Oo-Uta

540-442-7335
PI

l J la tat baaar laiiiaia Ctnt*
■antaPlaatMaafci

•MOM. Fttultj It Mad Dkma
wtta Ptapar ID (Lakar Only)

^±i^rJ

Hours
M-W 7:00-5:30
Thurs 7:00-7:00
Fri 7:00-5:30
Sat 7:00-2:00

434-4844

33 West, Harrisonburg
Directly across from Rockingham New Holland
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SKYDIVE!
One day Tandem Skydives and a staff dedicated to keeping
you and your fellow JMU students skydiving Skydive Orange!

MINI STOR IT U-STOR-IT
SEMESTER STORAGE
Catering to
Student and Faculty

Freefall almost a minute
from 2 1/2 miles high
from our 22 Jumper
aircraft on your first skydive!

Compare Rates and Facility

complete in(orm.uon is on: www.skydiveorange.com
Gift Certificates
JMU Student Discounts

Fire Rated Buildings
24 Hour Security
Low Prices
Phone Answered 24 Hours
Office & Resident Manager

- Completely Fenced &
Well-Lit
- Close to JMU

- Climate Control
Units Available

433-1234 I 433-STOR

1(877)34^799

190 E. Mosby Rd. Harrisonburg
Oust off South Main Across from McDonalds)

'ome see why we are Virginia's busiest and fastest growing Skydive Center'

MI

U-STORE-IT
•U-LOCK-IT
•U-KEEPTHEKEY

Hair Corral want some
extra cash ?

42 South a short distance from Super-Walmart Dayton, VA 540-879-2557

Welcome Back Students!

$6.00 Barber Cuts
$9.00 Salon Cuts

Cj NO Wailing in
8| Barber Shop
Clipper Cuts

Tanning Beds Year-Round
Air Conditioned Rooms
NEW Bulbs

Walk-ins Welcome

JAMES MCHONE
antique

Ne^us

•

Hours:
Mon-Fri
7am-5:30pm
Th 7am-7pm
.Sat 7am-4pm.

$27.00 200 minutes
$15.50 100 minutes
$5.00 per session

REDKEN

BSD
HEAD'

12 Barbers on Staff

,'"'
ItTII'

•

is giving away $100
yep, you read that right!

PRUL MITCHELL

Complete Line of
Hair Products
Cosmetics
Accessories

jewelry

NAIL SALON
Sculptured Nails
M.iniciifos A Pedicures
3 Nail Tech'

Thursday August 26th
6:30-8 Dm

$»oo to a student wearing any shirt

Outside D-tallo-.-*-,"fth J^ffrK"5

l08

°°nit!

75 Court Square, Harrisonburg (Next to Bank Of America) 433-1833

Monday
Tuesday

Tailgate Party

Monday night football1
18 & Up Night
15 Ft. T.V.
,
2 I & up no cover
25 C wings & $1 hot dogs
&
with )A( card
Bring your favorite
chair ...or couch!
Live D.J. & Karaoke
* get a FREE bowl of

\.

chips \ s.ils.i it you do!

Hot dance floor
Don't go home hungry:
Late night food specials
(FLEX accepted)

Best Bar Promotions Nightly
Highlawn Restaurant & Bar
434 PAV2
\ K I 1lam 540
_2am Mon Sat

AVIU0N
1 l\\|I

/

*

*

-" -

2661 - F Evelyn Byrd Ave.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
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GOP, from page 3

without alienating swing voters or
more liberal Republicans.
The party is putting forward
moderate figures in most of its
prominent convenuon speaking
slots next week.
Behind those faces is a struggle over party principles that
Republicans who favor abortion rights and gay marriage are
hard-pressed to win.
Behind those faces is a struggle
over party principles that Republicans who favor abortion rights and
gay rights are hard-pressed to win.
Campaigning in Iowa on
Tuesday, Cheney indicated
he does not favor the amendment supported by his boss,
saying existing federal and
state laws "may be sufficient
to resolve this issue."
He deferred to Bush in saying "the president makes policy
for the administration."

BREEZE

DIABETES, from page 3

nurses in 1991,1995 and 1999 detailing their eahng habits, weight, physical activity and other health issues.
There were 741 new cases of type 2
diabetes during the span.
Researchers found that women
drinking one or more sugar-sweet-

ened soft drinks a day were twice as
likely to develop diabetes as women
who drank fewer than one a month.
Even when they considered such
factors as weight, diet and lifestyle differences, the researchers still found that
women drinking sugar)' sodas were 1.3
rimes as likely to develop diabetes.

BOOK: Students go cheap
BOOK, from page 3

directing customers to the correct book.
Sophomore Erica Ramsey likes it
because she can "usually find |books|
cheaper" and it's close to her home.
The store also has a "pull 'n
hold" program where it will take
a book off the shelf for a student
and reserve the book until it can
be picked up.
Some other options are textbook
buying Weh sites, such as amazon.
com, walmart.com and half.com. "I

saved over $100 last fall" using half.
com, junior Morgan Ferguson said.
"It's really nice to be able to find
books a lot cheaper, even though
it takes a little more time to find
them," Ferguson added.
The drawbacks of this site are
that returns are more difficult, it
takes from two days to two weeks
and one must be careful to order the
right book, she said.
The site connects individuals with
other JMU students looking to buy or
sell their textbooks.

ROBERT F. KEEFER

The Law Office of Robert F. Reefer, Esq. P.L.C,
rkeefer a keefercard.com

FREE
CONSULTATION

i

I III HII.IHII.
I I.

>n I louse

www. tanglesdayspa. netfirms.com

larrisonnurg,

432-5544

wuw.ki eli ic

540.433 -6906

Wilderness
OUTDOOR WEAR AND EQUIPMENT
BACKPACKING - CLIMBING
CANOEING - CAMPING - TRAVEL
CLOTHING - FOOTWEAR
X-C SKIS & ACCESORIES

Located above Dairy Queen
810 Port Republic Rd. Suite M
Harnsonburg VA 22801

FEATURING
PATAGONIA - GRAMICCI - GREGORY
PETZL - KELTY - TEVA - VASQUE - MERRELL
M.S.R - THERM-A-REST - NORTH FACE
BIRKENSTOCK - KEEN - GARMONT - MARMOT
BLACK DIAMOND - BOLLE - SIERRA DESIGNS
ALp
S - WIGWAM THOR-LO - COLUMBIA
MOUTAINSMITH - SMARTWOOL
U.S.G.S. TOPO MAPS

s

434-7234

http://www.wildv.com
<.«>III<!
on NOW!

ACCESS ROAD TO THE SHERATON INN 1544 E MARKET ST.. HARRISONBURO
ISONBURG

n cJ

«r>f

The most convienent thing since the TV dinner.
Advertising with The Breeze

*

17

DIABETES: New study links
disease with popular beverage

GOP: Bush's planks
w* concern party factions
cell research by American scientists.
Gay rights has become the new
point of contention between social
conservatives and outnumbered but
vocal factions that insist the party is
beuig taken over by the right
The 2000 platform settled for a
more general statement supporting
the definition of marriage as being
between a man and a woman.
About half the nearly 100ige platform draft deals with
ush's national security and
foreign policy, a foreign vs. domesne ratio also found in the
Democratic platform approved
last month in Boston, as both
parties compete to demonstrate
a tough stand against terrorism.
KATHY WUXfcNSWn,*.,™
-j£ ^JJ while not bindPasMraby look In th« window of a store In
big on Bush or any candidate, is
lower Manhattan where an anti-Bush poster a delicate dance for the party as it
was on display. Thousands of such posters
tnes to stage a unified convention
have been posted throughout the city,
and satisfy conservative activists
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...it's OK to have a
view that's not parallel
with the norm.

OPINION

S- kwM xttorial Mow

HOUSE

African instability is chronic ... conflicts are frequent.

EDITORIAL

SM

cohun* Mm

THROUGH MURKY WATERS

Ignored Africa must be helped
ALEX SIRNFY

senior writer
Once. Africa's foreboding
jungles and mysterious interior earned it the title of "the
dark continent." After centuries of colonialism and exploration, Africa's mysteries
have been penetrated, but it
has lagged far behind the rest
of the world in economic and

Controversial poet has right to speak
In a few weeks, poet
Amiri Baraka will
speak in Wilson Hall.
Along with his appearance will come gripes
and cries that his poetry is anti-Semitic, racist and unfavorable to
the JMU audience.
Whether or not his
work is truly as spiteful as his critics claim,
professor
Joanne
Gabin was not wrong
for inviting him to the
Furious Flower Poetry
Conference, for which
she also also the organizer. Gabin was
doing exactly what
JMU strives to do —
increase diversity.
Baraka brings a different perspective to
JMU. Most students
may gasp if they hear
a poem about Sept.
11, 2001, that is not
heroic or nationalistic. Yet Americans,

not just students, need
to understand that
there are several takes
on what happened
that tragic day nearly
three years ago, and
it's OK to have a view
not parallel with the
norm. It's just a different view — and being
different doesn't necessarily make something wrong.
There will not be
policemen forcing students into Wilson Hall
to listen to Baraka,
and it is doubtful that
Baraka will be waving
a golden pocket watch
in front of his audience
to hypnotize them into
believing whatever he
has to say.
Just as students have
the right to attend, ignore or peacefully protest the conference,
Baraka's First Amendment rights allow him

to speak up for what
he believes in. Isn't that
what the patriotic, nationalistic objective is
all about — our freedom and rights? Just
as Consuming Fire
Campus Ministries is
allowed to parade the
commons with Bibles
every year, Baraka
should be allowed to
come bearing his poems and voice.
Diversity does not
just mean a different
color of skin or a different hometown —
its definition revolves
around respect for
things that differ from
the norm. Baraka's poems, such as "Somebody blew up America," certainly have a
different tone to them,
but it's unfair to criticize JMU for bringing him to campus to
share his art.

political development. Now,
more than ever, Africa is "the
dark continent" — cut off
from Europe, Asia and North
America by its dark, looming
specter of instability.
African
instability
is
chronic — tribal, regional and
national conflicts are frequent
and often go unreported. The
global community has taken
steps to ensure that there is
no repeat of the Rwandan
genocide that went unprevented in 1 "4, but it tempers
its active involvement with
the memories of the United
States' peacekeeping mission
to Somalia in 1992.
Recently, the Darfur region
in Sudan has seen militias —
possibly sponsored by the Su-

progress has been made.
In Burundi, 180 Tutsi refugees from Congo were massacred 12 days ago, sparking
both Burundi and its neighbor
Rwanda to threaten to invade
Congo to root out the rebels
responsible.
Many nations have called
for an African peacekeeping force to intervene in both
situations, but African Union
troops already are stretched
thinly in other missions and
insuring stability within their
own nations. The world acknowledges the African crisis,
but refuses to act itself.
Military action is all but
impossible for the global
world to take. Although the
recent U.S. mission to Liberia
has gone off without a hitch,
a major deployment to an unstable region almost guarantees a costly mission — both
in dollars and in lives. If the
United States is to hold to its
recently adopted mission of
upsetting tyrannical dictators
and saving oppressed peoples, it must take a hard-line
approach to dealing with the

views another with envy there
is potential for disaster. Only
through prosperity and education can these barriers be
overcome.
There is no easy fix for the
situation in Africa, but if the
world turns its back on the
problems and continues to do
only crisis management, no
progress can be made. An aggressive education and relief
program combined with legitimate investments — not loans
— would do wonders, but it
still would run into opposition from warlords, corrupt
politicians and local rivalries. There is no perfect solution for this problem, but the
global community must seek
the best one. The constant
state of crisis in Africa cannot
be allowed to continue.
The United States attempts
to prevent terrorism by involving thousands of troops
and billions of dollars in the
Middle East and, by doing so,
forces the world to turn its attention towards that region.
However, the worst terrors in
this world do not originate in
the Middle East. They lay in
the heart of the dark conti-

danese government — slaughter, rape and destroy villages
that sympathized with the rebel Sudan Liberation Army. The
United Nations has pressed

humanitarian crisis in Africa.
This hard-line approach
need not involve heavy troop
deployments, however. The
source of all conflict is economic in nature and Africa

nent and without the United
States and United Nations
tackling the problem head-on,
they will remain.

for talks on disarmament and
peacekeeping missions, but no

holds true to this principle.
As long as one tribe or group

Alex Sirney is a sophomore
SMAD/anthropology ma/or.

FROM THE WIRE

Media must regain objectivity
ALTIF KARIM

Kansas State Collegian
God made the right
wing and probably the
left wing too, but "The
O'Reilly Factor" was
certainly the work of the
Devil. It is quite amusing
that Fox News still hammers viewers with the slogan "Fair and Balanced."
O'Reilly's hypocritical
language, loaded with
misleading statements,
is eating at me badly. It
seems he wouldn't be
caught dead with truth
and rationality.
On a Jan. 17, 2003,
broadcast of the Fox
News Channel he stated,
"We hope you depend on
us for the truth, because

we're going to report the
situation in Iraq without
an agenda or any ideological prejudice."
But on a June 17
broadcast, O'Reilly said,
"... And I don't have any
respect, by and large,
for the Iraqi people at
all. I have no respect for
them. I think that they're
a prehistoric group that
is — yeah ... we cannot
intervene in the Muslim
world ever again. What
we can do is bomb the
living daylights out of
them, just like we did in
the Balkans."
Fox News is not an
isolated case of yellow
journalism, but it stands
as a headstone to the
death of objective news.

Other
mainstream
media also fall in the
same category for a serious lack of objectivity
in their news coverage,
particularly with regard
to the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict.
In October of 2000,
when CNN's Cairo bureau chief Ben Wedeman
was shot in Gaza, CNN
was hesitant to report
who was responsible for
Wedeman's death. Robert Fisk, a British |ournalist reporting from
Gaza, concludedthe bullet must have been fired
by Israeli soldiers on the
other side of the Gaza.
American reporters
often adopt loaded term
. MEDIA ri.
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To the press alone, chequered as tits with abuses, the world is
indebted for all tlie triumphs which have been gained by
reason and humanity mrr error and oppression."
- lames Madison
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A "way-to-be-lhlingual" pat to the
kid in front of me who was so bored in
our class thai he wrote the word "BORING" in three different languages
From the girl behind you who was
■ I ulenlly bored enough to discm er \our
doodles.

A "take-a-nap-and-gct-some-PcptoBlMDOT dan to the girl who yawned
and burped in my ear while sitting iwxl
to me on the bus.
From a disgruntled student who
now has to clean her ears and nose out.

A "didn'l-your-FROO-teach-you-anything" dan to Ihc eight freshmen who stole
our booth at I) hall
From four upperclassmen who know
that a backpack and a JAC card left on it
means that the table is taken.

A "you<an-hug-us-whenever-youwam" pat to the guy whose otMktiOM
girlfriend screamed at him for VI minutes outside our window, providing us
with some great entertainment.
From four girls in South View who
think it was OK that another girl hugged
you on your birthday.

'
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ledia: Public awareness of bias critical
HA, from page 8

lology, and in doing so they help
— public opinion. Calling Yasser
t a terrorist and Ariel Sharon a
ne minister makes all the difference
liow their actions are perceived.
~ t current reporting from Iraq
from objective. Most of the
>ple in key positions in the curkt U.S.-instalfed Iraqi government,
-luding Interim Iraqi Prime Miner Iyad Allawi, also have worked
^r the CIA for several years.
However, their images are being
Djected by the news media as true
jresentatives of Iraqi people. On
\ other hand, people with far more
Sular support, like Muqtada Alr, are not being portrayed as hees of the common man or freedom
iters, but as terrorists.
Media resources like the Alzeera network have been banned
' the new interim Iraqi government,
ic reason is simple; Al Jazeera was

ES

presenting the point of view
of the "other side," and many
common people as well.
Biased policies like suppressing independent media will not
help to bring democracy to Iraq
any more than they will in the
United States.
The truth is that neither Fox
News nor Air America truly represents what is good for America. The two extremes don't
work together to produce objective truth; they divide America
and push policies away from the
middle ground where compromise and unity can be found.
They cause us to focus on our
differences instead of on things
we can all agree on, like imEroving schools and protecting
uman rights.
that tells nothing but truth.
People want reality, not bias.
Altif k.irim is a columnist
News media should be unfailingly for Kansas State University's Kansas
honest and unmerciful as a mirror State Collegian.

University Eyecare
Dr. Franklin A. Cerrone,

Your mom barbecued your
boxer shorts.
Your boyfriend drank your
perfume.
You were kidnapped by
wild monkeys.
If any of the preceding statements
are true about you, you may be
eligible to submit a dart or pat.

I in.ill ton i i dpi" hot mail.i om
We're here lo help

GREEK RUSH T-SHIRTS

O.D.

Lowest Prices! Fastest Production!
Best Graphic Designers!

• Comprehensive Eye Exams • Treatment & Management of Eye Disease
> Contact Lens Evaluations • Refractive Laser Surgery Management
Walk-ins Welcome
10% Discount on professional service and eyewear
to JMU students & faculty with JAC card

HoursMon & Fri 9 - 6

Located next to Wal-Mart
in Harnsonburg Crossing

Your dog stole your
favorite chew toy.

I

(540)433-7341

ftjh SOS Advertising

rn9-5
Sat 9 - 3

540-442-9226

BC Cal

110 W. Grace St.

INDIAN-AMERICAN CAFE

you haw tfUSted forve.r

(540) 433-1177

Specializing in
Non-Vegetarian/
Vegetarian
Indian Cuisine

91 N. Mam St
Harruonburg. VA

Lunch: Monday - Saturday
11:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Dinner: Monday - Saturday
5:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

jiiiiHiHiiiiriiiiiiMnTciT'iii.siiiii'iiiiiua 500,000 New Books
llii|»ti Hiilodluii or
now mid UMMI

Iwuli for jfuar

UafilH/lhi
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LIIH

Save 60% to 90%
Large Selection of Best Selling Authors

iMmbalarn

INnlolran
Into*.

|MU|!

Paatapacfal
urdan!

MMIC

asoMMriM
8P—!

i:
1

Homy Dhrits
Immo thlngMh

|3fel

'4.00

offcrti

Blue Ridge
Mountains

Ourluty
oftbtfomt
Dnidbilnn
11**0*1
'6.50

•t.5«

WHAT A RECORD STORE SHOULD BE!

Open Today thru Sept 6

M»lflon^llWMt<lMi

KROGER SHOPPING CTR WHAT A RECORD
1790-96 E. Market St. STORE SHOULD IE!
Mon-SiMM. Smfey 12-S uman Bofor* You Buy!

WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

If you're in the drunk tank ...

Open Only Duma, Scheduled Doles from

9AM-7PM

Open laboi Day, Monday, Sepl 6 Irom

Huge Selection of

Oxford World's Classics

VmmUUrmlUn'
MAT \
Ipk
0*1 SIS 001
UUUL
MDMA?, OnryU.SO

Sinovmag Hilts by
towAirtfo/i
we^m^mWK
Hmry lam

Goffer

Daily

9AA«-7PW

«l fomimnic taojM
by Short twin
Ipki.olSWOOl

(ktf'S.OO
Ihilhi o/nWunOWflbu
M.I-JFW*
ptcMlSISHI

tm

Only '4.50
Featuring...

hupMmii
IkmtiDmoi
IhomaHamy
md many moil

we II fish you out

backus Bail Bonding
When they jail you, We can bail you 111

Call
Johnny Backus 540 434 - 5757
or
Joe Wenzel 540 438 - 9100

wide selections ofAmerican I world history, sociology,
fktkm t literature, science I nature, leligion, audio
books, computer bocks, cooking, health I seH-hekt,
travel reference, business and more.

1

Thousands of Children's Books

Painting with Ah

Irom Preschool thru Young Adult

t Wopom Ink Podogt

Ontf^.OO

including booid books,
•Hun books, 'I-UM-M'
t other early reodeis.
Hewbery 8 Coldecotl oword
wieners, young ode*,
nonfklion and much more

Grpen l«//rv

I
b

MtofroforffalM
feono^<Mr».M.*l
by Itetni Porlei
|r*da»im.SS«S>

Only '2.00

3E»D2E
(QuoMHies titmi; arrive eoily lot best selection.)
Located 15 minutes south ol JMU lake III to exit
240, turn OBI an Id. 68? S nkh lot the signs

www.gvbookfair.com/jmu

BOOKFAIR

2192 CWeen Volley Ln., Mt. Crawford, VA 2284 1 (8 00)3 8 5-0099
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LEISURE

a la c

Life needs a side dish. Cl

Staff writ
Senior writ

Hope

Care to go shaq
eu>.'9
Only 10 minutes from Campus!
SPECIAL JMU RATEf!!f
Mooday tfiru Friday «fw 1pm

$17*ib*R*
523 Rutioo Rofc

Saturday. Sunday 5" Holiday afwr 1pm

$20wfcngRal.
S^ORiJiogRal.

ANYTIME RATES
Monday tfiru Friday

Saturday!. Sunday & Holiday

$30Gr~mF„
544 Gr^iMF*e-Carl

/fcW PACKiADDLE
THE ULTIMATE GOLF EXPERIENCE!
m WWW.PACKSADDLE.NET j^ffo

-8188

SB
—
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caeee
Student spends summer, semester living, cooking in Olympic Village
Story by senior writer Kyra Papafil • Graphics by art director Jenny Chanthapanya

One year ago, if I was told I would be a sou* chef at
as surreal. Whenever I talk to friends or family, they
the 2004 Athens Olympics in Greece, I never would have
always ask, 'What athletes have you met?' and I really can
believed It Granted, one year ago, culinary aspirations were
say, 'All of them.' Both in and out of work, athletes conalmost entirely out of my mind.
stantly surround us. While at the USA-Greece softball game
As a senior hospitality and tourism management
last week, the concession stand wouldn't take United States
major, choosing a field to pursue was an issue I faced many
tennis player Andy Roddick's credit card, so we purchased
times. While sitting in Brett Horton's HTM 434 class In
he and his friends a Heineken.
October 2003, HTM program director Reginald FoucarAttending many of the Olympic events has also been
Szocki entered the class to make a quick pitch. Students
a nice perk of the Job. We are able to purchase our tickets
interested in working in food service at the 2004 Olympics
within the Olympic Village, where the athletes are housed,
were being asked to apply. My initial thought was, "what
allowing us seats to most
a cool experience
events. Those we
that would be."
have attended
With one cl
so far include
to complete
USA/Australia
in my Fall
basketball,
2004
USA/Greece
semester,
softball,
and
Cycling,
because
handball,
working at
table tenthe Games
nis, athletwould
ics and the
require
Marathon
me to be in
this Sunday.
Greece through
Working
October 2004,
with chefs
I tried my best to
from all over
forget about this oncethe world, includin-a-lifetime opportunity.
ing England, Australia,
The problem was, I
China, Mexico, Greece,
couldn't get this chance
Canada and Hungary
out of my mind. So I
has been a phenomenal
called home for a little
experience. Our facilparental advice. My parity, the main dining
ents encouraged me to
tent within the Olympic
apply. After a few phone
Village, seats 5,200
interviews with Aramark
people and has the capaHuman Resources personbility to feed 60,000
nel, I was offered one of 48
patrons per 24-hour period.
team leader positions to work
Initially, I was going to
In the Olympic Village feeding the
move back to the United States ,
athletes, coaches and team perat the end of August to complete
sonnel for the 202 countries set Clockwise from top left: Papafil cooking, with friends and Andy Rod- my last class at JMU, but slowly
dick, at the Acropolis, at an Olympic event and cooking.
to attend the Games.
I have realized I will never have
Though I was hired as a
this type of an opportunity again
team leader, I was able to make a quick and smooth transiand have since decided to stay and work the Paralympics,
tion to the culinary team. Aramark recruited the 48 team
which begin in mid-September and last for 10 days. After
leaders from hospitality schools all over the United States,
spending time with friends and family in Greece, I have
representing 14 different universities. This experience
decided to stay until mid-October In order to further fulfill
was enhanced by Aramark housing the 48 of us In the new
my experience here. Though this will potentially push back
YaBanaki Resort In Varklza Beach, Just south of Athens on
my graduation date, I will be able to experience something
the Aegean Sea. Working and living together has allowed us
I never could have fathomed one year ago, all because I
to build both a professional and personal rapport as a team.
paid attention one day In class when a professor pitched a
Working in the Olympic Village can best be described
summer Job opportunity.
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Focus

THE PUB

432-0610

fiadies... check out our new Pmaledrtists!

Your Concert Destination
Coming Fri Aug 27th
Cosmic Charlie trim Athens Gfl
2 sets of High Energy Grateful Dead"

r2

Sat Aug 28th Pig Roast with
Three BLUEGRASS BANDS
featuring Special Ed and the Short Bus Band

Every Tues&Thursis
Our Award Winning Karaoke Dance Party

Every WED is Jam Band Nite
with Bucket Specials
Sept 1st Caff ntt MM
We Accept JMU Flex
dothepub.com

Tour Late Night Place to Ear
LESSON #1. HELP THE ENVIRONMENT...

WASH ATA PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH!

♦ Professional,
Friendly
Environment
*t Autoclave
\ Sterilization
' ♦Newneedles
everv time

mmmtmm

Sektion \

TOTO©

AND iTO€BiN€
540433-5612
1110 Virginia Ave (RT42 North)
3171 SMamSt(RT11 South)
1926 Deyerle Ave (Behind Valley Mall)
1041 W Market St (RT33 West)

(540) 433-5800
www.miraclecarwashonline.com
Services may vary by location

w

200 South Ave Harrisonburg, VA
Q
HOURS
Tues -Thurs:
12 Noon - 8 p.m.
Fri - Sat:
12 Noon -10 p.m.
Sun - Mon:
Call for hours.
Piercing not available.

Exciting things are happening at
Harrisonburg Baptist Church!
Check out our

affeinaled WusW
contemporary service beginning
Sunday, Aug 22 at 9:00 AM

Or, come be a part of our traditional
11:00 AM service. Whichever you
choose, there's something for everyone
at Harrisonburg Baptist Church.

Free continental Breakfast and Coffee Bar
opens at 8:45 AM.

WTCTOWCH

502 S.Harrisonburg, VA 22801
5401433 I 2456
hbcAlive.org
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' Keep it simple
New fashion diva gears up for year
of telling students what looks good.
SM

VARIETY
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"The men essentially were turned
into mindless actors, carrying
out the demands of a group of
demented scientists..."
ELLIE LOVEMAN

staff writer

New fashion guru outfits c« sual school dress

Excitement and nervousness
often are the first emotions that
students experience before heading
back to school. When I was growing up, however, the only feelings
of excitement that I solely felt were
in anticipation for the back-toschool shopping trip.
Since elementary school, I
studied magazines and sought
affordable versions of the hottest
trends — needless to say, school
supplies were at the bottom of
the list. You probably are far too
busy to spend yOur time analyzing
fashion, so I have made your life
easier by preparing these simple
JMU fashion must-haves.
The first item on the list is comfortable shoes. Ladies, in case you
haven't noticed, JMU's steep hills
forbid stilettos. The best option is
flats. The style now is reminiscent
of old school Sam & Libby ballet
slippers. A pair of sturdy flip-flops
such as Rainbow Sandals works
well both for guys and girls, A

Written by
Erin Lee
staff writer

*Lli|i|Uhii
good pair of sneakers also will
make the trek to class easier, and
your feet will love you for it.
Next, the perfect pair of jeans
is the most worthwhile investment you could make. Guys, your
jeans should fit well in the waist
and rear end. They don't have to
be "Tim McGraw tight," because
it is impossible to pull those off
unless you have achieved country
superstar status, but also keep in

M

mind that the '90s are over, and
so is sagging.
As for the ladies, your jeans
should not look painted on but
not too baggy — ignore Britney
and Madonna's pleas to make us
think otherwise. Celebrities adore
Citizens of Humanity and Seven for
all Mankind Jeans for their perfect
fit. They are a little pricey, but also a
good investment.
After looking 'abulous from

the waist down, seek something
that will make you look just as
charming on top. Nothing looks
more put together on a guy than
a collared button-up shirt. These
work well both for class and making your nightly rounds. As for
the ladies, sleeveless shirts still
work since it will be hot through
September. It also is wise to have
a simple cardigan of any color to
throw on when the air conditioner
is up so high in your ISAT classroom it feels more like an igloo
than an auditorium.
When it comes to accessories,
your book bag will become your
mainstay. L.L. Bean totes are a
cute and inexpensive option for
the ladies. A sturdy bag that will
withstand use and abuse — such
as backpacks by The North Face
— is a wise choice for guys.
Follow these simple back-toschool guidelines, and you will
walk the Quad like the fashionsavvy student you are now.
kEVAN MAC1VER/jnv*iri rduar

review

ReeL RC FLections
5

Poetry Jam

'Candidate has chili...ng action, suspense
BY ELLIE LOVEMAN

Saturday,
Aug. 28
7 p.m.
Grafton-Stovall
Theatre

New Dance
Festival
Thursday and Friday
Sept. 2-3
8 p.m.
Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre in Duke
Center

Grafton Stovall
Theatre Movies
Aug. 29, 30
7 and 10 p.m.
"The Notebook"
Sept. 1, 2
7:30 and 10 p.m.

"Dodgeball"
Price: $2.50

staff writer
"The
Manchurian
Candidate," directed by
Jonathan Demme ("The
Silence of the Lambs"), combines a chilling and suspenscful variety of action, mystery
and fear with a backdrop
of murder and battle for
political power. The lineup
includes stars like Denzcl
Washington
("Training
Day"), Meryl Strcep ("The
Hours"), and Liev Schreiber
("The Sum of All Pun")
andJonVoight("Ali"|.
From the first scene to the
last, viewers may find themselves riveted to the screen,
always one step behind the
complex — and at times
shocking — story. Originally
filmed in 1962 and directed by John Frankenhcimer
("Ronin"), the 2004 remake
is fit to share the spotlight.
Opening on a jovial
poker scene enjoyed by a
military crew in Kuwait during Desert Storm, the movie
quickly changes mood as the
crew is ambushed at night.
Years later, when confronted by former crew member
Al Melvin (Jeffrey Wnght,
"Ali"), U.S. Army Mai.
Bennett Marco (Washington)

'Till- MANCHURIAN
CANDIDATE"
STARRING:
DENZEL WASHINGTON,
MERYL STREEP,
RUNNING TIME: 130
MINUTES
RATED: R

g$£4

realizes a bizarre but recurring dream he has may
deserve attention. This event
spawns a relentless and
spine-tingling tour through
the minds of Marco and
U.S. Vice President candidate Raymond Premiss Shaw
(Schreiber), another member
of the ill-fated crew. These
two men are entangled in
a horrible secret involving
three bizarre days in 1991
when they and the rest of
their Army crew were subjected to the mercy of a cruel,
yet well-devised, brainwashing experiment. The men
essentially were turned into
mindless actors, carrying out
the demands of a demented

group of mad scientists in
white coats.
Senator
Eleanor
Premiss Shaw (Streep),
Shaw's mother, takes enormous pride in her son and
his accomplishments both
in politics and wartime.
As her character evolves,
Shaw's political motives
become clear and reveal a
heart that is not entirely
pure. Time runs short as
Marco searches for clues
to calm his horrific dreams
and confirm his worst suspicions before the impending presidential election.
As the movie continues, Manchurian Global,
a company that supplied

plasma and medical supplies
during the war, surfaces as
a target for Marco's intense
research. How does he
learn it? What Marco learns
changes everything, and
pushes the already engrossing film onto a higher level
of interest.
Caught in a web of memory loss, recurring nightmares, trust, mistrust and
ever-changing circumstances,
Washington gives his character strength, believability

and emotion.
Despite most of the action
centering on Washington's
character, Schreiber's performance was exceptional. His
portrayal of a man tormented by dreams, thoughts and
an oppressive mother, was
very well done.
With
a
plot
that
never slows down, "The
Manchurian Candidate" is
a winner for anyone who
wants to feel two hours fry
by like mere minutes.

Movie
REVIEW KEY
*****
**«*

Go drecdy to the theater
and see this masterpiece.
Great moviaWxth the
steep ticket price.

*** Wait for the movie to pby
atGrafton-Stoval

** Should have been released
straj^it to video

* Who approved the making

oftNslm?
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Cari«j§« Tan

'T

Back to School Special!
30 beds @ each Location
Two Great Locations!
Two Great Specials!

I11"^
CariblA'n Tan
I I

w

CariWAit Tan

I Buy 5 tans for

Buy 3 tans for

$20

$10
Limit one per customer.
■ Coupon can only be used once.

|

Limit one per customer.
■ Coupon can only be used once.

9-10 p.m. Mon. - Fri.
10 - 8 p.m. Sat.
12-8 p.m. Sun.

Early Bird Special!
Buy a single session half price
before noon!
Includes basic, super, and cyber beds.

Accepting FLEX
Food Lion
* j Shopping Center
V 433-9989

Harrisonburg Crossing
Shopping Center
v i
438-9989
>V

Buy your t ixtbooks on eBay
ant save up to G05& Gffl*
the list price.

B-~

.-■1*1/
Prizes provided by:

www.ebay.com/college
Anything'
point* mm*
.<

1—.—.~—-.—J—|—u.~~r

rr*""*■-'■ - ■]

VOflZQpwireless
■ fniiiriiinii irnii. in n

i . .n

ti«0dwff»^ •{<•«» bd-anM>,fflUrAayain|*.tM. FWdMaihMd full om.u. rate. p> «o »« .h.) oavtatepnik.
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Tiger video causes hairy uproar
BY ADAM GOLDMAN

Associated Press
LAS VEGAS — Despite two subpoenas from federal authorities, the
company behind the Siegfried & Roy
magic show has refused to turn over
video of last year's tiger attack on
illusionist Roy Horn, The Associated
Press has learned.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture
attempted to obtain video of the
show but Vienna, Va.-based Feld
Entertainment would not hand over
the footage, a USDA source familiar
with the case said Tuesday.
The source said the USDA would
pursue other legal .ivenues.
Under the feder.il Animal Welfare
Act, the USDA has been investigating
the Oct. 3 attack in which Horn was
mauled by a 300-pound tiger during a
live performance at The Mirage hotel-

casino in Las Vegas.
Horn survived the attack but suffered a stroke that left him partially
paralyzed, and the show closed,
The 59-year-old Horn made a
rare public appearance Tuesday night
at the Cuban revue "Havana Night
Club" at the Stardust Hotel-Casino.
Horn signaled thumbs up from his
wheelchair at the Siegfried & Roybacked show, the Las Vegas ReviewJournal reported.
USDA spokesman Jim Rogers said
Tuesday from Washington, D.C., that
the probe into the tiger attack remains
open, and confirmed that the show is
under investigation for possible violations of the Animal Welfare Act.
The act allows the USDA to take
action against violators and impose
fines and suspend or revoke licenses.
The USDA also is investigating
the death of a Ringling Bros, circus

lion. Ringling Bros, also is run by
feld Entertainment.The Ringling Bros,
lion died last month on a train traveling from Phoenix to California. A lion
handler said circus managers ignored
his pleas to check on the animal on the
long trip through the Mojave Desert,
where temperatures can exceed 100
degrees farenheit.
Jim Andacht, vice president of circus
operations, wrote in an Aug. 14 letter to
The Washington Post that "a statement
by a former Ringling Bros, employee misrepresented the events before
and after the death of our 2-year-old
lion, Clyde, including false allegations
that our company and employees were
withholding information from the U.S.
Department of Agrici ture."
"Feld Entertainrr it always cooperates fully with US I 'A officials and
instructs its empli res to do the
same," he said.

Tuscan Spri igs Salon W
10% Off
Haircut
with college ID

20% Off
Color
with college ID

540-568-9882
169 Massanetta Springs Road • Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Right behind Quarks on Rt. 33 East
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Do you think

YOU
know what's hot?

Visit The Breeze online to vote on
Harrisonburg's Hotlist!
Voting ends midnight on Thursday
www.The Breeze.org

•

L
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Sheridan leads Dukes
Senior defender Danny
Sheridan leads men's
soccer into the 2004
season.

SPORTS

See story below
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"Katy has a strong mental determination. She comes ready to
play and she hates to lose."
DAVE LOMBARD©

women's soccer coach

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Dukes look
to rebound
BY JOHN GAILE

contributing writer

1

Leadership, depth and optimism
have replaced a young, fragmented, and
inconsistent women's soccer team. The
Dukes finished with a 7-10-3 record
and in a tie for fourth place in the
Colonial Athletic Association after the
Dukes were dealt an early exit by the
College of William & Mary in the first
round of the conference tournament.
"There's just something special
about women's soccer this year," coach
Dave Lombardo said. "They know
that mentality and skill can only go so
far without teamwork."
Junior goalkeeper and tri-t.ipi.nn
Jessica Husscy said, "No one ever wants
to go through that again. We aren't
going to accept any losses this season."
The Dukes' unity was fully demonstrated, and perhaps formed during their
spring training scrimmages, as well as
the team's preseason games in Canada.
"There's a unity in this group that
I didn't experience out of last year's
team," Lombardo said.
Despite a loss to the Virginia Tech
Hokies Sunday, the team is focused on
keeping a positive attitude.
"It was a good wake up call,"
senior defender and tn-captain Katy
Swindells said. "And it needed to happen before the season [started].
"We have a close-knit group this
year and everyone is really excited
(about the season]."
The Dukes' schedule includes nine
of the top IS teams in the region, as
well as 2003 NCAA tournament teams,
Penn State University, the University of
Virginia and William 8c Mary.
The upperclassmen have experienced
the highest of the highs in winning the
conference tournament two years ago,
and have felt the lowest of the lows with
last season's inconsistent performance
in which they couldn't win more than
two games in a row all year.
Now, according to Lombardo, the
Dukes are ready to get back on track,
aiming to capture first place within the
CAA during the regular season.
"|That allows us to] host the final
four of the conference championship,
and it gets us a bye into the first
round," Lombardo said. "Then we
want to win the conference championship because that is an automatic ticket
punch to the NCAA tournament."
The Dukes will open their season
on the road facing the University of
Richmond Aug. 27 at 7 p.m.

Swindells goes for school record
fourth straight All-CAA selection
Lombardo praises tri-captain for intensity

BY JAMES IRWIN

sports editor

CHRIS IAB/DAJsrmir pblutid/iltrr
Senior defenseman Katy Swindells dribblet at practice. Swindells can become the only player In
JMU women'! soccer history to be Alt-Conference four years In a row. The Dukes open their season Friday at the University of Richmond.

Sheridan leads Dukes by example

Few athletes are able to bring the same
determination and drive to the field every
day. Long practices, games on back-toback nights and the comperitiveness of college athletics make it hard to keep a continuous intensity throughout the season.
Senior defender Katy Swindells is
an athlete whose competitive fire never
seems to go out.
"That was always my mentality growing up," Swindells said. "I've always
been [determined]."
Coach Dave Lombardo said, "Katy has
a strong mental determination. She comes
ready to play and she hates to lose."
Since the Colonial Athletic Association
began naming All-Conference teams in
1993, no JMU women's soccer player has
ever been named All-CAA four years in
a row. Heading into the 2004 season,
Swindells has a chance to become the first.
"It's her determination, and she brings
it to the field every day," Lombardo said.
"She's a good athlete; she's incredibly fit
and she can play for 90 minutes. Not that
many people can do that."
Senior defender Bryant Karpinski.
who played club soccer with Swindells
before they attended JMU, agreed with
Lombardo. "She's always been very competitive," Karpinski said.
But it's Swindells' ability to play several
positions that makes her a complete player.
"She's very versatile," Lombardo
said. "There have been better defenders,
forwards and midfielders but they wrr
limited in their role. In terms of an overall
player, I would have to put Katy in the top
10 of the kids that I've coached."
Karpinski said, "She can do it all. Yb
can put her anywhere and she'll give you
100 percent every time."
Swindells' leadership skills have been
strengthened since coming to JMU.
"Her freshman and sophomore years
she was fine with |ust being one of the
bunch who went about doing her job
well," Lombardo said. "She's a very
vocal leader now."
After being a tri-captain during her
junior year, Swindells finds the extra year
of experience has made it easier to take
charge as a senior.
"It's easier (being a tri-captain] now that
I'm a senior," Swindells said. "I've been able
to establish more of a leadership role."
see CAA. pagt 18

New coach, new
attitude for JMU

Veteran defender anchors Dukes' backfield

BY JENN CHAPMAN

one in the back who is vocal
to lead the guys in front of
you is really important."
Fulk added that Sheridan
has played since his freshman year, so his experience
will be valuable to the team.
"He tries to — and does
a good job of — getting that
group to work together in
the back," Martin said.
Being a defender is bluecollar work, and defenders
are not as recognized as those
on offense who get most of
the face time scoring goals.
"He is a strong, physical,
aggressive, solid defender,"
Martin said. "(Being a defender is] a very non-marketable role; no statistics, no
accolades, no nothing, but
you have success winning if
you defend well."
Sheridan
takes
this
philosophy to heart,
"My job is basically
I just can't make mistakes," he said. "I'm not
a player who is going to
do anything that is going
to drastically change the

The fall of 2003 brought disappointment to
the JMU field hockey program. The team, the
only program in school history ever to win a national championship, found itself struggling even
to compete in the Colonial Athletic Association.
The team finished the year with a 6-14 record and without an appearance in the NCAA
tournament. However, this year looks to turn
over a new leaf, as not only the coaching staff
has shifted, but the team's attitude as well.
"1 think our talent will he noticed this year,
and JMU field hockey will once again meet
the expectations of the program." red-shirt
sophomore midfielder Casey Cahill said.
Coach Anroine~e Lucas, who was hired last
winter after the resignation of coach Irene Horvat
brings not only 11 years of Division I coaching experience but also individual playing experience.
Lucas was a member of the United States
National Team for 12 years. She played in the
1996 Olympic Games where the United States
placed fifth. She was also a three-time All-American in field hockey and two-time All-American
in lacrosse at Northwestern University.
"She is amazing," red-shirt senior captain and
forward Alissa Santanna said. "Kverythmg is very
well-organized and, most importantly, she is getting
us motivated because she works so hard for us."
The Dukes will have to deal with heavy- losses as
five of the teams starters graduatrd. The players kydudedjandk- Perks who led the team in runts. Dona

BY BRANDON SWEENEY

contributing writer
Walking around campus,
you may bump into him. He
may be in one of your classes. You even can spot him at
D-h.ill. Danny Sheridan is a
typical JMU student, except
he plays soccer.
Junior defender Sheridan
is a tri-captain on this year's
squad. He will anchor the
defense after the graduations
of defenders Rob Overton
and John Trice. Sheridan
now will be looked upon to
lead that defense.
"Danny's a good leader
by example," coach Tom
Martin said. "(Through]
actions on the field, actions
in the classroom, actions
off the field."
With that leadership, Sheridan is able to control the field
and stop plays from happening before they even start.
"He knows the game and
he reads it well," senior tricaptain midfielder Denny
Fulk said. "So having some-

game, I |ust have to stay
solid in the back."
And, for Sheridan, it's
all about winning, staying
on task and winning.
"We have to stay focused and keep doing the
things we know we need
to do to win," he said.
Sheridan is not just at
JMU to play soccer. He is
a business marketing major
and currently carries a 3.4
grade-point average while
practicing nearly two hours
every day. But, in true JMU
fashion, in between all that,
he likes to relax.
"He is tons of fun," Faulk
said. "Danny is a good guy. He
likes to have a good time."
Currently, Danny is injured with a muscle pull.
For precautionary reasons,
he has not been practicing.
However, he will be ready for
the season opener against St.
Joseph's University Sept. 3, at
the JMU/Ramada Inn Invitational Tournament held at the
JMU Soccer Complex. The
Dukes play at 7:30 p.m.

contributing writer

CHRIS LABZDA,irm,« (*r*i»ri»>llrr
Senior tri-captain Danny Sheridan will lead
the Dukes' defense In 2004.

see COACH, page IS
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COACH: Santanna leads CAA: Swindells a general
COACH, from page V
Weaver who led in assists,
as well as Amy Conies, Lindsey
Keller and Valene Cohen.
Hovwwr. the team returns Santanna, who was second in goals
scored hehind ftrlk Returning
sophomore midfielder Bafflr \bsHd, who was named to the Ail
(inference second team and the
Natural field Hockey Commnre
AH-South first team, will be looked
upon to control the defense.
The team abo will rely on leadership and experience from senior
midfielder Heidi Beck, senior hack
Lindsay Coffrnan and reitshirt junior goalkeeper Lori Amico. Freshmen midfielder Mallory Counihan
and goalkeeper Merd Broekhuoen
wJI have the opportunity to be a factor to the game scheme as wdL
"We realty want to build on last
year and take one game at a time,"
Amico said. "Our ufomatr goal is

CAROLYN WAI.SER/.™..r photographer
Sophomore midfielder Balllle VeraMd winds up to »hoot.
Versfold wn nanwd tocond town Ml-Confcrsnc* l*at Mason.

to win the conference, and abo play
m the NCAA tournament. TO: are

■

WELCOME BACK

MEET THE DUKES DAY

THIS WEEK IN

BRIDGERJRTH SA3IUM/ZAJ* SHOWKER

JMU ATHLETICS

CAA. from page 17

The schedule indudes many
ranked teams from last year, indudmg those within the conference.

takes charge when needed.
"She has a good understanding of die game," Lombard" said.
"What you're hoping is that when

Opening weekend will feature
Wake Forest University, the reigning NCAA champions and Michigan State University on Sept. 4
and 5, respectfully.
In late October the team faces its greatest challenge at home
against defending CAA champions for the past eight years. Old
Dominion University.
The Dukes were outscored
37-74 last season, but the team
understands these statistics need
to be reversed in order to produce a winning season.
"W- have realty worked on
our passing game, communication
and chrrnistr)' as a team, Santanna
said "TO-want to leave it all on the
field and know that whatever the
oucome of this season s, that we
coukkrt have done any better."

As a vocal leader, Swindells

the whistle blows, the personality
players can take over dunng the
game. Katy is like a held general
out there once the game starts."
He added an example of
her ability to rise to the occasion, referencing a game during her freshman year.
"Katy had earned a starring spot and we stuck her on
the National Player of the Year
as a man-marker when we
played Penn State," Lombatdo
said. "Katy shut her down. We
lost the game that day, but this
girl didn't score or have an assist. We neutralized her."
Despite
the
numerous
conference accolades she has
received, Swindells still has a
team-first attitude.

"I really don't play for personal accolades," Swindells said.
"My favorite JMU memory is
winning the CAA tournament
during my sophomore year. The
individual stuff isn't as important |as the team's success)."
Swindells' team-first approach
doesn't end on the field, either.
"She's a good friend to have
and a good person," red-shirt
lunior forward Kane Owings
said. "Katy doesn't have a big
head, and she has one of those
magnetic personalities that
brings people together."
Whether or not she becomes the first four-time AllConference honoree in JMU
women's soccer history doesn't
faze Swindells or her coach.
"She has always been a
pivottl player for us," Lombardo said. "Katy means a
lot to this program as a player and a person. She's been a
great ambassador for us."

Yellow Cab
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building for the future and boosting
the team spoil."

FltLD

(540)434-2515

NEW JMU INFLATABLE GAMES!
PLAYERS ALTTOORAPHS!
DUKE DOC
[ JMU FOOTBALL DRfSS UP W/PlCTURE!

.-.J1

FREE FOOD

u DRINKS!

SuHQW August 29
WOMEN? SOCCER VS. SOUTH CAROLINA
No

Radio Dlipatchod
S«rvlct to all major airports
WhMlchalr iccnubli vohlclot

Prompt. Courteous Service
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

^Saw*
'''
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COMREX

SATURDAY.

... Chill's would like to welcome

Welcome Back,
Students!

gEiTE^

2004 FOOTBALL HOME OPEN EH
IMU VS. LOCKHAVEN
FIREWORKS!

back all |MU students & faculty.

-

v

6PM

SrAtmw/ZANt

SHOWKER FU I

:

Come check out our new Lounge,
Spedab-Monday-Frlday from
3FM-7PM

Welcome from Crutchfield!
Introducing ourselves...
We're Crutchfield, the leading
online/catalog consumer electronics retailer. We're where people
across the country — and
Harrisonburg — go for the best
values in electronics and fun!

"But I'm on a budget!"
We know! That's why our Outlet
Department, located in our store
in Harrisonburg, offers 10-30%
off EVERY DAY on top brands in
home and car stereo, speakers,
TVs, and portables.

What does "outlet" mean?
These products are returns and
closeouts from our catalog.
Customers send back items they
might never have opened. Or, the
gear might have a scratch or dent,
but still plays perfectly!

How can I find out more?
Easy! Just stop in at our retail store in Harrisonburg (see map below)
and get the skinny on entertainment for your dorm or apartment.
Or, check out us at JMU home football and baskerMgames, where
we'll be doing our "Fan of the Game" prize promotions. You can
even register to participate at our store!

CRUTCHFIELD

J

Experience the Crutchfield Advantage
Market Square East Shopping Center
434-1000
Open Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Fri. til 7, Sun. Noon-5
Online at www.crutchfield.com/retailstores

U

We Missed You!
Things were really too
quiet without you.

ElMWW.im 11)
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1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

432-1001

CLASSIFIEDS
I SPRING SUBLEASE available for
I Spring semester 2005. Back ballroom in nice South view apartment
1» private bathroom and walk-in
Icluset. Ethernet, cable, and phone
• included! S33l/month(neg) Sarah
IH04-267-0626 or crcgcrsb@jmu.edu
I: \R(i! I HR. convenient location
■w D. no peu. $450, (540)433-1569

DANCERS WANTED for local gentlemen's club Excellent opportunity
to make up to $1,000 a week. Call
K«vm»t'S40> 271.3345
Your \d la The Breezt
On the impact of print, and the
immediacy of the web!!
Gel both for one snail price.

Order online, see your ad online AND
in print Try placing an ad today1
IWATERBED King size, new
■mattress,
everything
included Call Mike (540) 435-4369

iptiKsoiEifgnsBEiBa
isa
■ lop end. A wolf in sheep's clothing. Sec
I at Kircign Car Service, 609 N Main.

HELP WANTED
■ DANCE INSTRUCTOR Hamsonburg
■Parks & Recreation is seeking pan
■ time entry-level dance instructors for
IchiMtcn 3-12 years old. Must have
■experience in ballet, tap and jazz. Call
1(540)433-9168
Check out
The Breeze
on the web!

www.thebreeze.org

GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTOR Harrisonburg Parks St Recreation is looking for gymnastics instructors for
its recreational gymnastics classes
Classes meet Monday A Wednesday
afternoons Call (540) 433-9168
LIFEGUARDS WANTED Westover Swimming Pool in Hamsonburg
Excellent wages Daytime hours. Applications accepted until positions are
filled (540) 434-0571 for information
HELP WANTED Lifeguard-Pan time
certified lifeguards needed days, evenings, and weekends Must be CPR
certified Swim Instructors - Pan-time
American Red Cross WS1 instructors
needed to teach swim lessons Apply at the RMII Wellness Center, 501
Stone Spring Road, Hamsonburg VA,
22801

THURSDAY, AUGUST

RADIO STATION Easy Radio is
looking for part time board opentori. Apply at 130 University Blvd

BARTENDING! $250Vday Potential
No experience necessary Training
provided (800) 965-6520 Ex«. 212

GYMNASTICS
INSTRUCTORS
needed at Skyline Gymnastics. Claim
at JMU Call (540) 433-3427.

WAITRESS.JESS'LUNCH2AllShifts
Apply within between 11 a.m to 2 pm

GROI P HOME Seeks reliable, canng
Part-time and Full-time Aides. Flexible scheduling. Requires high school
diploma and acceptable driving record.
(540) 879-2655.
PART TIME Housekeeper A Gardening. Apply in person at James McHonc
Jewelry (540)433-1833
PARKING SERVICES is currently
seeking students interested in working for the student enforcement program. Apply on the web at www/mi/
edu/parking, or in person at our office located on the ground level of the
parking deck Call 568-6105, or e-mail
jmuriarking20O4@botrriail.com for additional information.
SEEKING EXPERIENCED DJS
Call Mike, afternoons/ evenings

™bt«iu,
.IrM.llAKUSWA.III'EU

Wcslover Swimming Pool in Hamioabund
'Excellent wages
'Daytime hours
Applications ■cccouul
until positions are hike
(S4S) 434-M7I lor lahrminon.

Ds/^l/" i
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FAMILY ASSISTANT
Creanva
person needed for after school help.
3 to 5:30 p.m., 4 to 5 days a week
476-2757
Uct wtial you want

26, 20041 THE BREEZE 119

VOTE
for H'Burg's Hot List

The Breeze

You choose the best
spots in H'Burg!

Welcomes

Visit uimui.fhc6ree-zf.org
to vote

when you want it.

Vote before midnight today!

Using The Breeze Classifieds!
Your ads appear

SERVICES

the

GIANT BOOMBOX The Pepsi Gl
ant Boombox is available to rent
for your outdoor party 3000 wans*
(540)801-1057
TRAVEL FOR THE HOLIDAYS us-

Class of 2008

both in prim and online!
Place your ad today!

»rhrbreezc <ny

JM-oiH

HANDYPERSON with carpentry
skills Competitive pay Your hours
568-3068
INTERIOR PAINTER Experience Required, Competitive Pay Your Hours.
Call 56J-3068.
TAKINO
ONLINE
VEYS
MAKES
YOU
www. GelPautroIhlnk.com

SUR$75!

HODV MODELS I ingene, bodyaferjaj
only, will pay cash 820-7272.
DRIVERS WANTED Part-nme, Expenence, Good Pay, Tips. China Express 435-2816.

TRAVEL

to JMU!

mg College Transit from the JMl' campus to locations in NY, NJ. CT, PA. MA
and MD (BW1 Airport i Visit our website at \vww colIegetraniit.com today!
SPRING BREAK 2005 Travel with
STS. America's "I Student Tour Operator to Jamaica. Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas and Florida. Now hiring oncampus reps Call for group discounts
Informatioa Reservations 1-800-6484H49. www MMi*>rl mm

Have a great
first year!

'lOWO UIOUIIU MJWtl I\7I

H'burg's Hot List
Visit www.thebreeze.org to cast your vote!
Look for the results in the Entertainment Guide on September 7th!

_pw Prices O

Best Food - Low, Low, Low Prices - Best Fa.

II China Express
l7\ r-\ I

L-% ■ t-% ~*

L_ % / *^ *•> •■•* s± •%

Free Delivery (540) 568-9899
rirtW A««««*«^
Flex Accepted

Sun-Thu until 1am
& Fri.Sat until 2am

Welcome Back!
Now that we've got your attention:

The Breeze now makes one
1/16 page ad available at no cost to
clubs and organizations each week.
If your group is intetested, ads can
be reserved through SGA. For more
information, contact the on-campus
ads representative, Ryan Fagan, at
faganrj@jmu.edu.

Don't Forget
Our Super
Combo Still
Available for
Only $6.50!
SC3
SC4
SC9
SC16
SC17
SC20
• SC23
SC26
• SC28

Sweet and Sour Chicken
Spring Roll
8 oz. Plain Fried Rice
and choice of soup:
Wonton,
Egg Drop,
or Hot and Sour

Sweat and Sour Chicken
Sweet and Sour Pork
Mixed Chinese Vegetables
Pepper Steak
Beet with Broccoli
Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
General Tso's Chicken
Pork, Chicken, Beef, or Shrimp Lo Mein
Orange Flavored Chicken

and don't forget.
25c Cheese Wantons

" Indicates Spicy (can be altered to taste)

(limit 2 with $15 purchase)

Full Combo List Found On GoLookOn.com

Lunch Special $3.95 and up

China Express
1031 Port Republic Rd
Menu, Specials and Map Found On

GoLookOrLCom

'
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But add in the shipping charges and all the time you spend waiting for delivery, and those "big savings" could disappear
quickly. At efollett.com you can order your books today and pkk them up at your campus bookstore tomorrow. And pay
nothing for shipping. Now that's a real deal!

V*

No shipping charges

BOOKSTORE
www.jmu.bkstr.coni • (540)568-6121
■■■■si

■■■■■■■■■■■
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Olletfxom
ONLINE. ON CAMPUS.
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